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Richard’s Restaurant (RR)

RR is a sole trader business started by Richard 5 years ago. RR is a restaurant that has a reputation
for good quality food and excellent service. The restaurant has been very successful with high
levels of customer loyalty. Richard does not promote his restaurant as customer recommendations
help to keep the restaurant fully booked most evenings.

Richard has 20 part-time employees and 10 full-time employees. The full-time employees are skilled
chefs and restaurant supervisors. The part-time employees serve in the restaurant or help in the
kitchen.

Richard’s main business objectives are to increase profit and market share. To achieve these
Richard is planning to open a second restaurant. The new restaurant will also provide a delivery
service for ready-made meals such as cooked food for garden parties. Richard knows that none
of his competitors offer this service. He thinks it will appeal to high income consumers and people
whose houses have gardens.

Richard has some important decisions to make as RR expands:

• Whether or not to remain as a sole trader

• How to make sure he has enough employees for the new restaurant

• Which building to buy for the new restaurant

• How to promote the new restaurant and delivery service

Appendix 1

Two potential locations for the new restaurant

Location 1

• The building will cost $20000 to buy but needs $5000 for decoration and equipment.

• There is easy access and free parking nearby.

• There is high unemployment in the area and many household incomes are low.

• It is located 5km away from the existing restaurant.
• It will take 6 months to prepare the building so it will not be ready to open until July 2020.

Location 2

• The building is already set up as a fully equipped restaurant, so no change is needed.

• The cost to buy is $50000.

• There is no easy access for parking.

• It is a high income area and unemployment is low.

• It is 1km away from the existing restaurant and can be opened quickly.
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Appendix 2

Email to Richard from the Head Chef

To: Richard

From: Head chef

Date: 12 October 2019

Re: Competition

Hi Richard

Do you know that a new multinational company has opened a restaurant close to our existing
business? This multinational advertises on television, which is encouraging more people to eat at
restaurants. It has economies of scale and lower prices which makes it difficult for local restaurants
like ours to compete. Two of our kitchen employees have been offered jobs by this company. It
uses an online booking app which is something we could consider for our planned delivery service.

Appendix 3

RR’s cash-flow forecast for 2020 before the location decision is made for the new restaurant
($000)

DecNovOctSepAugJulJunMayAprMarFebJan

72015101015152020202010Sales

72015101015152020202010Total cash in

31075577101010105Wages/Ingredients

333333333333Other expenses

61310881010131313138Total cash out

175225577772Net cash flow

4235302826211692(5)(12)(14)Opening balance

434235302826211692(5)(12)Closing balance
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